DSD served as HLPF Secretariat;
- Over 5000 participants from Member States, UN system, other international/regional organizations, and stakeholders, including 77 Ministers, Deputy Ministers, or Cabinet Secretaries;
- 7 SDGs were reviewed in-depth; 4 EGMs were organized in the lead-up to the reviews, attended by over 260 participants in total;
- 36 official sessions, over 170 side events and special events, 10 SD learning courses/workshops, 8 UN TV Studio HLPF Live sessions;
- 1 Ministerial Declaration, 2 SG Reports, 11 background notes, and 1 President’s summary.

5 inputs from Regional Commissions, over 40 inputs from UN system & other intergovernmental bodies, 13 inputs from major groups and other stakeholders

43 countries presented their Voluntary National Reviews (VNRs) in 13 sessions during the HLPF;
- 3 global preparatory workshops organized, attended by over 100 participants in total;
- 4 regional preparatory workshops were organized in collaboration with Regional Commissions;
- 1 VNR Synthesis Report of the 43 submitted national reports was launched.

2017 DSD IN NUMBERS

- Prepared 346 sets of Background Notes /Talking Points /Key Messages on 2030 Agenda, HLPF, and various sustainable development topics, as inputs to support meetings of SG/DSG/USG/ASGs;
- Prepared 49 draft speeches/messages for SG/DSG/USG/ASGs at various events;
- Prepared 7 sets of Q&As for SG/DSG/USG/ASGs' interviews;
- Prepared and submitted 13 mandated Secretary-General's Reports;
- Supported and coordinated the negotiation of 17 Second-Committee Resolutions on sustainable development.

STI FORUM/TFM

DSD served as STI Forum Secretariat;
- Over 800 participants, including 9 at ministerial & above level;
- 17 official sessions, 24 side events, 4 special events;
- 12 innovations featured at the Exhibition Hub;
- 3 meetings of the 10MG, 4 meetings of the IATT, 3 workshops and 2 official briefings organized for the Forum;
- Prepared 15 background notes and 1 Co-Chairs' Summary.

2 mandated GSDR updates
- 3 meetings of the Independent Group of Scientists for GSDR and 2 Member State briefings
- 2 press releases

THE OCEAN CONFERENCE

DSD served as Ocean Conference Secretariat;
- Over 3600 participants attended, including 17 HOS/HOGs and 50 Ministers/Deputy Ministers;
- 8 plenary meetings, 7 partnership dialogues with 14 co-chairs, 7 moderators, 28 panellists;
- 7 concept papers with 62 inputs from Member States, IGOs, the UN system and stakeholders;
- 120 side events, 36 exhibitions, 1 special event commemorating World Ocean Day;
- Resulted in 1 Declaration, 2 GA resolutions, 7 summaries of partnership dialogues, 1416 voluntary commitments and 1 joint publication with the World Bank.
- **4,714,421** visits to DSD-managed websites
- **1,657** documents posted
- **12,259** email queries handled
- **393** tweets, resulting in over **4** mln impressions;
- **119,522** visits to DSD twitter profile @SustDev
- **203** Facebook posts
- **28** press releases and news stories
- **24** HLPF blogs published
- **3** national, **2** regional and **2** global stakeholder capacity building meetings organized, attended by **655** participants
- **90** webinars organized; funded the participation of **80** stakeholders at various events;
- **57** representatives from **32** countries trained by DSD & UNITAR’s online course

---

**OUTREACH**

- **12** SIDS capacity building workshops (10 DA funded and 2 UNOSD funded);
- **1** SIDS Retreat organized, with **43** participants;
- **1** SIDS EGM held in Jeju, with **45** partipants;
- **3** side events on SIDS organized during the HLPF, Ocean Conference, and COP23 respectively
- **1** High-level Breakfast organized, attended by **105** participants.

---

**SIDS**

- Co-organized **1** side event at COP23 on Sustainable Mobility for All initiative (SuM4All);
- Contributed to the Global Mobility Report 2017
- Prepared **1** non-paper on potential UN coordination mechanism on transport;
- Contributed to **1** paper on SuM4All governance.

---

**STAKEHOLDERS**

- **11** meetings organized in support of relevant GA resolutions and the High Level Panel on Water, attended by around **1,200** participants;
- **5** capacity building workshops/events organized, funded by extra-budgetary resources, attended by **1,046** participants (national and international).

---

**WATER**

- **2** Symposiums on SDG7 organized in collaboration with UNOSD, attended by **50** participants in total;
- **2** capacity building seminars organized, funded by the Energy Grant, attended by around **30** participants

---

**ENERGY**

- Organized **1** World Cities Day event; Contributed to the Mayors Forum;
- Designated as lead convening entity for the "Normative Guidance" impact area in "UN System Strategic Approach on Climate Action";
- Chaired SCP interagency meetings; active in 10YFP;

---

**CITIES, CLIMATE, SCP**

- Published **4** volumes of the Natural Resource Forum journal;
- Contributed **2** staff to MAPS mission in Sudan; **2** staff to LAC Integrated SDG Conference; and co-organized the African Symposium on SDGs (funded by RPTC);
- Organized/co-organized **5** DA funded workshops on SDGs, attended by around **200** participants in total.

---

**PRACTICES**

- **1,597** new SDG-related partnerships & voluntary commitments registered, including **1,416** related to oceans;
- **25** partnerships reviewed at the Partnership Exchange during HLPF;
- **1** new Action Network on decent jobs for youth launched with ILO
- **1** SIDS Partnership Dialogue and 2 Steering Committee meetings

---

**TRANSPORT**

- DSD served as IGF Secretariat;
- A total of **260** sessions in the overall programme;
- **2019** onsite participants from **142** countries, representing all regions and stakeholder groups;
- **32** remote hubs around the world with **1661** online stakeholder participants.